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0 of 0 review helpful interesting very well written slightly outdated By Witold This book is about the 1990 s in Eastern 
Europe especially in the Balkans It seems slightly outdated but it is so well written that it definitely kept me going It 
reads very fast The book gets better and better as you go on Some of the very pessimistic prophecies of the author 
were wrong but many of her observations and thoughts seem t Today in Eastern Europe the architectural work of 
revolution is complete the old order has been replaced by various forms of free market economy and de jure 
democracy But as Slavenka Drakulic observes in everyday life the revolution consists much more of the small things 
mdash of sounds looks and images In this brilliant work of political reportage filtered through her own experience we 
see that Europe remains a divided continent In the place of the fallen Ber 
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up after her boyfriend but at least he bangs her their roommate kyle on the other  review wladyslaw szpilman author of 
quot;the pianistquot; includes historical and biographical background information as well as links to numerous off site 
reviews the european parliament ep is the directly elected parliamentary institution of the european union eu together 
with the council of the european union the 
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in finance an exchange rate also known as a foreign exchange rate forex rate er fx rate or agio between two currencies 
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